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Captain Keyes captains the Providence, the last human ship not dependent on dark tech, which humanity has used to
rule the galaxy for decades. When dark tech fails, allies become enemies. Meanwhile, humanity's oldest enemy is on the
rise. The future now depends on Captain Keyes and his misfit crew.
Royal Flush asks the question, can a man who throws his dates in a dungeon succeed romantically? A recipient of the H.
R. (Bill) Percy Prize, Royal Flush is a novel about a man known only as the King, and as his Kingdom careens toward
catastrophe, he cruises seedy taverns looking for likely maidens. He is particularly bad at this. His incompetence and his
weakness for beautiful women drag him deeper and deeper into trouble. He is portrayed as a cross dresser by the
Kingdom Crier, the Kingdom's most popular tabloid. Shortly after, he must defend his castle against a siege with only his
royal fiddler--while attempting to steal his royal fiddler's girlfriend.
The starship Freedom is just a museum ship. Until the aliens attack! Battlestar Galactica meets Starship Troopers in this
sci-fi adventure from Daniel Arenson, the USA Today bestselling author of Earthrise. The starship Freedom was once a
mighty warship. Today she's a tourist attraction. The space wars ended long ago. The Freedom is now a flying museum.
The tourists love it. The Changing of the Guard, the starfighter aerobatics, the starboard cannon salute . . . it's the best
show in the galaxy. James King commands the starship Freedom. He hates his job. He was a real soldier once. Back
when the Freedom was a real warship. He never imagined himself running a tourist trap. Right after Christmas, he plans
to retire. Then, on Christmas day, the aliens attack. Horrifying aliens. Creatures of claws, fangs, and endless malice.
Within hours, they devastate Earth's military. Millions die. So much for retirement. The aliens spare the starship Freedom.
After all, she's only a tourist attraction. But not to Commander King. He will get his beloved starship battle-ready. He will
enter the fight. The Freedom will fly to war again!
The clock is ticking in the struggle for galactic independence Once rebels themselves facing off against the Earth
Confederation, the United States of North America is now the dominant force in negotiations with the interstellar Sh'daar
Collective. But just as the Marines root out the last violent dissenters, an alien ship of unknown origin suddenly flees
Earth's orbit. Is it mere coincidence . . . or a terrifying omen? President Alexander Koenig watches with great interest as
USNA forces chase the runaways down. But upon first contact, it's not apparent where—or when—the crew is headed. For
this bizarre species has somehow mastered the power to manipulate time itself. Now Koenig must decide whether he's
dealing with angels of astonishing technological prowess . . . or the agents of humanity's destruction.
The UHS Providence is restored to her former glory, with a fully reconstituted Air Group ready for war. But the Ixan fleet
has grown far larger than anyone anticipated, and the onslaught has begun. As system after system is consumed, the
Ixan Prophecies' terrifying nature is revealed. Even so, Captain Keyes's obsession with vengeance is starting to fracture
already-shaky alliances. If he cannot overcome his demons and reclaim his honor, the entire galaxy will burn. Experience
the final novel in a trilogy readers are calling "an action-packed military thrill ride." Download Reckoning today and learn
the shocking truth about the Ixan Prophecies.
The galaxy is cold. And heartless. Fresh from rescuing the daughter of a powerful aristocrat, Commander Joe Pikeman
sets his sights on the next mission: saving humanity from enslavement.
An ancient evil rises. Can one captain save us? Fairfax's endgame is at hand. He has everything he needs to go to the
Core and resurrect the Allfather, unleashing him on the galaxy's unsuspecting populace.
After endless years of fighting in a galaxy-wide war, the most decorated super-soldier of the Old Federation was granted
leave, sliding into a stasis tube aboard a sleeper ship. The ship never reached its port, while the soldier woke up a
thousand years later on an operating table.The Old Federation was gone, most planets hurled back into the Stone Age. A
devastated Earth used spies instead of spaceships to compete against the tougher richer worlds.The Director of Earth
had doctors suppress the super-soldier's memories, giving him an undercover identity and mission: grab advanced
technology from a prohibited planet before anyone else could and bring it back to Earth.The soldier turned spy felt
desperately lost, alone and out of place. There were no familiar faces. But an intense sense of duty drove him headlong
into danger. And yet...and yet...there was something more, something missing that he increasingly wanted to know.So
began The Soldier's odyssey in a future time that would change the destiny of the universe.
An enemy might just have to become an ally . . . in order to save humankind The United States of North America is now engaged in a civil
war with the Earth Confederation, which wants to yield to the demands of the alien Sh'daar, limit human technology, and become a part of the
Sh'daar Galactic Collective. USNA President Koenig believes that surrendering to the Sh'daar will ultimately doom humankind. But when
highly advanced, seemingly godlike aliens appear through an artificial wormhole in the Omega Centauri Cluster 16,000 light years from Earth,
President Koenig is faced with a tremendous choice: continue fighting the Sh'daar . . . or ally with them against the newcomers in a final war
that will settle the fate of more than one universe.
Nothing brings change like war. A surge of new tech. New weapons. New tactics. To lead a crew to victory, a captain must understand
change. He must understand command and that it is a test.
The bestselling anthology series continues with 12 brand new, never before seen stories! Become an Explorer today! The war is over, Earth
all but decimated, the Sun dying. But there is still hope. Colony ships leave, taking the lucky ones across the galaxy in search of new worlds
to call home. Among the stars they will find strange wonders, and new terrors. Join an all-star cast as they set forth on Earth's most important
Exploration yet in Explorations: Colony Featuring: Melt - Felix R Savage Knowledge at Any Cost - Jasper T Scott The Unsung Heroes of
Sublevel 12 - Amy DuBoff The Failsafe - Ian Whates Fleeing the Fire - Ralph Kern The Colony of Imago - Scott Bartlett Spiderfall - Scott
Moon Colony: Earth - Robert M Campbell Howl - Scarlett R Algee A Time and a Space - Nathan Hystad The Light of Distant Earth - Tim C
Taylor A Change of Plans - Dennis E Taylor Sign up for the SciFiExplorations Newsletter at http: //eepurl.com/ccWrwf
Just as Sheldon Mason is about to end it all, he meets his upstairs neighbour, a drug dealer named Sam. Sam gets him professional help, as
well as a job at a local grocery store. As he struggles to make sense of his life, Sheldon starts to notice something odd about one of his new
co-workers, Gilbert Ryan. Gilbert seems to know about Sheldon's mental health issues - in fact, he seems to know secrets about everyone.
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And Gilbert sees value in Sheldon...
At ninety-one, Michael Haynes finds his terminal cancer diagnosis a relief. He's ready to move on from this world. In fact, he's convinced his
death will make things better for his children, providing both financial ease and closure for a long-ago event that still haunts them all. But just
when he thinks he is finally shuffling off, Michael wakes from a coma to find he has undergone a miraculous new procedure and his time here
is far from over. As his condition piques the government's interest, Michael begins to discover a shocking secret about how the universe
works. Instead of solving everything with his death, he must contend not only with continuing to live indefinitely but also with stopping his
family from tearing itself apart.
This bundle includes all five books in The Vampire Wish series by USA Today bestselling author Michelle Madow and is full of magic,
romance, adventure, and twists you'll never see coming. Annika never thought of herself as weak-until vampires murdered her parents and
kidnapped her to their hidden kingdom of the Vale. As a brand new blood slave, Annika must survive her dangerous new circumstances-or
face death from the wolves prowling the Vale's enchanted walls. But sparks fly when she meets the vampire prince Jacen, and while she
hates the thought of falling for the enemy, her connection with the mysterious prince could be the key to her freedom. Because if she
becomes a vampire, she'll finally have the strength she needs to escape the Vale. Thousands of copies sold. Millions of pages read. 700+
five-star reviews for the series. Now, for a limited time, save $20 compared to buying the individual books by reading the entire Vampire Wish
series in this special bundle deal! "This series is extraordinary... it had me at the edge of my seat the entire time!" -Nicole, Goodreads
Reviewer "Highly recommended... the twists and turns will leave you reading all the way to the end!" -Derek Williams, Amazon Reviewer
"One of my favorite series of the year!" -Michelle Villa, Goodreads Reviewer "Fast paced and action packed! Michelle's plots have twists that
will make you hooked and driven mad to read what comes next!" -BookAddict'sReviews, Amazon Reviewer "I have loved each book and the
characters all have grown so much from the start. Get it as soon as you can don't miss a wonderful story!" -Athena Lee Brown, Amazon
Reviewer "Twists and turns at every chapter. Michelle definitely knows how to keep you on your toes!" -Akbish, Amazon Reviewer
"Magnificent! I love this series and each book gets better and better!" -Angel Bunny, Amazon Reviewer "The Vampire Wish was full of ups
and downs, twists and turns, and it was worth every moment. I couldn't put it down!" -Steph1253, Amazon Reviewer What are you waiting
for? Scroll up and click buy now to find out why readers all over the world are addicted to The Vampire Wish!
New York Times Bestselling Author Ian Douglas continues his Star Carrier saga as humanity unites against an ancient artificial
consciousness powerful enough to exterminate every species it encounters 2425. The civil war between the United States of North America
and the Pan-European Confederation is over. But before a new era of peace on Earth can begin, humankind must martial its interstellar
forces as one fleet to engage in a war against an alien entity in Omega Centauri. Without provocation, it destroyed a Confederation science
facility inhabited by 12,000 people, and it must be neutralized before it sets its sights on Earth. Admiral Trevor “Sandy” Gray of the USNA
star carrier America has his own mission. The enigmatic AI known as Konstantin has convinced him that humanity’s only chance for survival
is technology found in a distant star system. Now, Gray must disobey orders as well as locate and create a weapon capable of defeating a
living sphere the size of a small planet…
Earth burns. We call them the scum. They came from deep space. Creatures of claws and endless malice, they ravage the world. As the war
flares, as cities crumble, Private Marco Emery and his platoon blast into space. They won one battle on Earth. Their next battle must be
fought in the darkness. The scum will not rest until the last human is dead. Marco and his friends must defeat them. They must win. Or Earth
will fall.

Immortality is a prison of fear. With humanity out in the open, Eve and her sisters are now the subject of worldwide adoration—and
constant surveillance. With Eve as humanity’s spokeswoman, it’s up to her to bargain for the freedom she craves now that’s
she’s had a taste of it. But Eve’s pleas fall on deaf ears. Hers is only one voice, lost in a committee of robots hundreds of years
her senior. No amount of earnestness can overcome the crushing inertia of the Human Committee. With no prospect of gaining
room to breathe within the rules, Eve hatches a plot to escape and finds out exactly why the robots have tried so hard to keep the
humans safe. The Brain Recyclers are out there. They want to be human again. They will stop at nothing. Brain Recyclers is the
second book in the Robot Geneticists series. For fans of old-school science fiction where robots are people and any problem can
be solved (or created) with enough scientists. If you've ever wondered what the world would be like if scientists who'd read I,
Robot created a race of robots, or if you ever wondered what might be more dangerous to clone than dinosaurs, this is the series
for you.
The Invasion Has Begun The Progenitors are here. If Captain Husher can't find a way to oppose them, they will sweep through the
multiverse like fire through a parched forest.
They took everything—killed his wife, enslaved his daughter, destroyed his life. Now he’s a man with nothing left to lose ... and
that’s what makes him so dangerous. Ten years after the collapse, Huxley had built a good life again. He had a loving wife, a farm
with fields of golden barley, and a daughter with a strange and wonderful gift. Then the slavers came. Working out in the fields
during the attack, Huxley returns too late. His daughter has been taken and his wife is bleeding out, her last whispered words
about a man with a scorpion tattoo on his neck. Where do the slavers go? Huxley has no idea. He only knows that they headed
east and so will he, setting out on foot across the desert of the Wastelands. Eighteen months into his journey, he has no hope of
ever seeing his daughter alive. Dying of thirst in the open desert, he doesn’t even expect to see another day. Then a man appears
out of the desert and offers Huxley water from his canteen, an unheard of kindness in these savage times. Jay is an odd man, full
of violence and guided by his hatred of the slavers, but he helps Huxley survive. And he gives Huxley a new purpose: nothing can
bring back the dead, but we can chase down the slavers and make them bleed. Together, Huxley and Jay carve a path of
destruction across the remains of a once-great land. The slavers are brutal, but they have no idea what’s coming for them. Huxley
has found something to live for again: blood and vengeance. In his most powerful work yet, New York Times bestselling author D.
J. Molles delivers a carefully woven novel of violence and redemption, bringing to life a devastating portrait of a man pushed to the
edge of his own humanity.
Earth is under attack. 20 years after the American-Chinese war devastated our worlds, we finally have a tense peace. But
legendary American Admiral Jack Mattis, on his inspection tour of the first joint American-Chinese space station, finds himself in
the middle of the unthinkable: an alien invasion. Their ships are powerful, their weapons overwhelming. And in the confusion, our
tentative peace with the Chinese is shaken to the core. Taking command of his old battleship, The Midway, Admiral Mattis races
the alien fleet to Earth, desperate to prevent the utter destruction of humanity's home. And in Earth's darkest hour, Mattis must
unify and lead old adversaries to the fight against a common enemy, one that doesn't care about flags or borders. An enemy
driven by malevolent hate and a thirst for blood. An enemy that cares for one thing only: Earth's destruction.
The Galaxy's Never Had It Darker Armed with new tech that could revolutionize space combat, Captain Husher must now try to
convince the Interstellar Union to implement it in time to defend against the godlike Progenitors.
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The Galaxy's Doomed Without Him The Ixa smashed the galaxy to bits before they were defeated. Captain Husher has sounded
the alarm in the decades since: the Ixa's creators will return to finish the job. But unlike Husher, the galactic government didn't
battle the Ixa, and the politicians have convinced themselves that maintaining peace means limiting the ability to wage war. Now,
the enemy has returned, with high-tech weapons that prove they haven't limited their own combat capabilities in the slightest. If
Captain Husher and his beleaguered supercarrier crew can't manage to stop the invaders, they will happily devour the galaxy
whole. Fans of Daniel Arenson and Jay Allan will love Capital Starship, a new military science fiction series set in the Ixan
Prophecies universe.
Sera leads a simple life. A little smuggling, some drinking contests, and captaining her star freighter, Sabrina. But when she picks
up a mysterious shipping container on Coburn Station, things begin to go wrong. She finds herself at odds with The Mark, a
dangerous pirate organization that wants the cargo on her ship. Inside the container she not only finds a woman, but a secret
thought lost millennia ago. The woman is Tanis Richards, and she knows the location of the Intrepid, a missing colony ship from
humanity's golden age. Sera knows how to help Tanis and the Intrepid. But to do that, she will need to reveal a secret that will pull
her back into a life she left long ago. A life from which she was exiled in shame and disgrace. Tanis doesn't trust Sera; and
Sabrina's rag-tag crew is nothing like what she's used to, but she's going to have to rely on them to avoid capture and get back to
the Intrepid. As Tanis and Sera battle pirates and interstellar governments, the two women forge a friendship that will forever
shape the destiny of humanity.
This star system is burning down. Seaman Jake Price's "betters" at Darkstream have utterly failed the people of the Steele
System, so he's taking matters into his own hands. If he can't stop Darkstream in time, the system will burn, and the inferno will
consume everyone in it.

Gabe thought he had covered all the angles, but it's tough to plan a contingency for accidentally trapping an evil god in
your brain. Gabriel Delling might call himself a professional con artist, but when walking superstitions start trying to bite
his face off, his charm is shockingly unhelpful. It turns out living nightmares almost never appreciate a good joke.
Together with a succubus who insists on constantly saving his life, Gabe desperately tries to survive a new reality that
suddenly features demons, legends, and a giant locust named Dale-all of whom pretty much hate his guts. And when an
ancient horror comes hunting for the spirit locked in his head, Gabe finds himself faced with the excruciating choice
between death...or becoming some kind of freaking hero. Hero Forged is the first book in the new series, Ethereal Earth,
a modern fantasy adventure that challenges the natures of myth, humanity, and what it means to be the good guy.
When a weapon that could destroy the moral fabric of humanity is unleashed inside the Syrian border, one man takes a
stand against the overwhelming wave of tyranny triggered by martial law, hell-bent on restoring America's liberty and
saving civilization as we know it.
Predator ships stream into human space in unprecedented numbers. The Colonial Marines, controlled by WeylandYutani, respond to the incursion, thus entering the Rage War. This terrifying assault by the Yautja cannot go
unchallenged, yet the cost of combat is high. Predators are master combatants, and each encounter yields a high body
count. Then when Lt. Johnny Mains and his marines—the VoidLarks—enter the fray, they discover an enemy deadlier than
any could imagine. Book one in an epic trilogy that continues in ALIEN: INVASION and concludes in ALIENS VS.
PREDATOR: ARMAGEDDON. The universe will forever be changed.
When Van Tudor returns to his childhood home, he inherits more than the family farm. His grandfather used to tell him
fantastic stories of spacemen and monsters, princesses and galactic knights. Little did Van realize, the old man's tales
were more than fiction. They were real. Hidden beneath the old barn, Van's legacy is waiting: a starship, not of this world.
With his combat AI, an android bird named Perry, Van takes his first steps into the wider galaxy. He soon finds that space
is far busier and more dangerous than he could have ever conceived. Destiny is calling. His grandfather's legacy awaits.
Embark on the adventure of a lifetime with USA Today Bestselling Author J.N. Chaney and Terry Maggert in this brand
new science fiction series. If you're a fan of found spaceships and galactic quests for glory, this might just be the story
you've been waiting for.
I am Armor. I am Fury. I Will not Fail. Soldiers of the Terran Armor Corps wage war across the stars. Wired into
mechanized battle suits, they fight the terrifying battles which must be won, no matter the cost. Their deeds are legend,
their reputation feared by the enemies of Earth and her allies, but how the Corps forges young men and women into
mighty warriors is shrouded by mystery. Roland Shaw lost his parents to war, he volunteers for the Armor Corps to honor
their memory and discover just how far he can push himself. To succeed, he must find the iron in his heart and prove
himself worthy to the Corps. For the Amor, there is no substitute for victory and to fail is to die. Iron Dragoons is an actionpacked military sci-fi novel, the first of a new series by the author of The Ember War Saga.
March 15th, Earth Year 2290 The day the aliens returned. The memories are still fresh. Of colonies burning. Of millions
dying in agony. 50 years later, we've built up our strength. Using a wormhole, we colonized both sides of the galaxy. It
was the worst mistake we could have made. Our enemy has returned. The wormhole has collapsed.
Captain Keyes has succeeded in forging an uneasy alliance - at the cost of making some powerful enemies. Now, he's
wanted throughout the galaxy. Even worse: they're after his ship. His enemies inside the UHF have realized that only the
Providence stands even a slight chance of stopping them. The Ixan Prophecies continue to come true, and humanity's
doom is taking shape. The UHF ignores the mounting public panic, obsessed instead with waging prolonged war against
a species that was recently an ally. While the UHF attacks its allies, the real enemy is approaching. For Captain Keyes,
there remains only one way to make sure there's something left of humanity to fight the coming Ixan onslaught: he must
take down the UHF. The juggernaut is coming.
In this epic sci-fi adventure for fans of The Expanse and Battlestar Galactica, five intrepid heroes must unite to save
civilization after a long-dormant enemy awakens and strikes a devastating blow “This jarring, engrossing story of a
species-wide fight for survival is recommended for all science fiction readers.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) The
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galaxy was once terrorized by the Sturm, a group of “species purists” intent on destroying any human with genetic or
cybernetic enhancements. Fashioning themselves as the one true “Human Republic,” the Sturm cut a bloody swath
across the stars, killing billions before finally being defeated and driven into the far reaches of Dark Space. Centuries of
peace bred complacency. Everyone believed the Sturm had died out in the Dark. They were wrong. The enemy has
returned and, with a brutal and decisive attack, knocks out almost all of humanity’s defenses. Now on the brink of
annihilation, humankind’s only hope is a few brave souls who survived the initial attack: Commander Lucinda Hardy,
thrust into uncertain command of the Royal Armadalen Navy’s only surviving warship. Booker3, a soldier of Earth,
sentenced to die for treason, whose time on death row is cut short when the Sturm attack his prison compound. Princess
Alessia, a young royal of the Montanblanc Corporation, forced to flee when her home planet is overrun and her entire
family executed. Sephina L’trel, the leader of an outlaw band who must call on all of her criminal skills to resist the
invasion. And, finally, Admiral Frazer McLennan, the infamous hero of the first war with the Sturm hundreds of years ago,
who hopes to rout his old foes once and for all—or die trying. These five flawed, reluctant heroes must band together to
prevail against a relentless enemy and near-impossible odds. For if they fail, the future itself is doomed. “Frenetic action
viewed in a black fun-house mirror.”—Kirkus Reviews
These days, even the humans are built by robots. Charlie7 is the progenitor of a mechanical race he built from the ashes of a dead
world—Earth. He is a robot of leisure and idle political meddling—a retirement well-earned. Or he was, until a human girl named Eve was
dropped in his lap. Geneticists have restored Earth’s biome and begun repopulation. But primate cloning is in its infancy; human cloning is
banned. Far from a failed genetics experiment, Eve is brilliant, curious, and heartbreakingly naïve about her species’ history. But Eve’s
creator wants her back and has a gruesome fate planned for her. There is only one robot qualified to protect her. For the first time in a
thousand years, Charlie7 has a human race to protect. A.I. didn’t destroy humanity. It didn’t save us, either. The robots we built in our final
days preserved human minds. They survived the end of life on Earth and embarked on the greatest single project in all recorded history. They
rebuilt. The result of 1,000 years of genetic engineering, terraforming, and painstaking toxic cleanup has resulted in the ultimate achievement
of the Post-Invasion Age: a healthy human. Her name is Eve14. Don’t ask about the 13 Eves before her. Or do, because that’s the reason
why she’s in danger, and why one brave robot puts his millennium-long life on the line to save her. Welcome back to the Golden Age of
science fiction, when scientists had planet-sized dreams and robots were robots. Grab your copy while there’s still an Earth left to read it on.
After the mysterious discovery of an alien mech inside a comet, Darkstream Security has finally completed its own design. They assign Chief
Gabriel Roach with the task of whittling down hundreds of bright young recruits to form a team of elite mech pilots, which he will command.
Their mission: protect human colonies from the almighty Quatro.
The galaxy has already fallen. He defends what's left. Joe is nearing the end of a long deployment, and he's looking forward to some home
leave so he can visit his daughter. His last assignment takes him to Earth, humanity's deserted homeworld, to learn why all contact has been
lost with the Subverse - the digital utopia where most of humanity now lives. He's expecting the answer to be boring. Probably, rats chewed
their way into the server room again. He couldn't be more wrong. He finds a pirate impersonating the corporal responsible for guarding the
Subverse terminal. Then he visits Earth's last settlement to find everyone dead...except the children, who have all been taken. These clues
lead Joe on an epic journey across a dying galaxy, with just his training and skill to rely on. Joe is the last person anyone would want the fate
of humanity to depend on. He's also the only person willing to do what needs to be done.
Captain Vin Husher is sent on a mission into a parallel universe with a task force - and right into an AI's trap. Surrounded by its bioengineered
super-species and unable to return to humanity's home dimension, Husher must draw on decades of experience just to keep his people alive.
Harnessing alien tech was the only way to counter the power of the Quatro mechs. Except, Roach's awesome new weapon is like a sword
with no hilt, and it seems to be doing everything it can to fragment his psyche. If Roach can't resist the alien mech, there will be a meltdown not just for Oneiri Team, but for everyone on the planet.
Chief Roach's victory over the Quatro won't last long. Strange meteorites have fallen to Eresos, containing quadruped mechs, clearly
designed for the enemy. If the quad mechs fall into the enemy's possession before Oneiri can take them to the space elevator, humanity will
be back to where it was: outmatched and overpowered by the alien beasts.
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